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I. INTRODUCTION
The occurrence of geological disasters caused great casualties to humans, the main reasons include landslides and debris flow and rainfall and so on. And these geological disasters always cause many local public facilities to be With the development of geological hazard detection technology, the amount of the monitoring data grew by leaps and bounds, data types are becoming more and more complex as well. K-means algorithm is a clustering algorithm based on the classification of the classic algorithm, the algorithm in the industrial and commercial applications more widely. As we all know, it both has many advantages and many disadvantages. The research on the deficiency of K-means algorithm is divided into two branches: 1) the number of initial clustering centers K; 2) the choice of initial clustering center. In this paper, we mainly study the latter, and propose a new initial clustering center algorithm.
The data source of the study is the historical data detected by the geological disaster monitoring system, and show that the algorithm is better than the traditional clustering in terms of accuracy and stability, and the experimental results are closer to the actual data distribution.
II. BRIEF AND RESEARCH STATUS OF K-MEANS ALGORITHM

A. Overview of K-means Algorithm
The K-means algorithm is a classical unsupervised clustering algorithm. The purpose is to divide a given data set containing N objects into K clusters so that the objects in the cluster are as similar as possible, and the objects between clusters are as similar as possible. Set the sample set X = {x1, x2, x3, ... xn}, n is the number of samples. The idea of the K-means algorithm is: Firstly, k data objects are randomly selected from the sample set X as the initial clustering center;
Secondly, according to the degree of similarity between each data object and k clustering centers, it is allocated to the most similar clusters; Then recalculate the average of each new cluster and use it as the next iteration of the clustering center, and repeat the process until the updated cluster center is consistent with the update, that is, the criterion function E converges. The goal is to make the object similarity in the cluster the largest, and the similarity between the objects is the smallest.
The degree of similarity between the data can be determined by calculating the Euclidean distance between the data. For the n-dimensional real vector space, the Euclidean distance of two points is defined as:
 
Here, and are the attribute values of x and y respectively, and the criterion function is defined as:
 
Here, k is the total number of clusters, and is the center of cluster c. The flow of K-means algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . cluster, the distance ratio between points is calculated from the λ parameter and rounded at a specific distance. In the circle, an initialized center point is selected according to the distance ratio, and the algorithm has higher performance in error rate and operation time. Ren Jiangtao [6] proposed an improved K-means algorithm for text clustering, which is improved by using feature selection and dimension reduction, sparse vector selection, initial center point search based on density and spreading, Class accuracy, stability and other aspects have improved.
B. Research Status Quo of K-means Algorithm
C. The Analysis of Shortcomings of K-means Algorithm
1) The K value in the K-means algorithm needs to be given in advance. According to the K value determined in advance, the clustering samples are classified into K class, so that the sum of squares of all the samples in the clustering domain to the clustering center is minimized.
2) Clustering results are highly dependent on the selection of initial clustering centers. The K-means algorithm uses the stochastic method to select the initial clustering center. If the initial clustering center is chosen improperly, it is difficult to obtain the ideal clustering effect.
This dependence on the initial value may lead to the instability of the clustering results, and it is easy to fall into the local optimal rather than the global optimal results. The sample data attributes show as table1: 
B. Improvement of K-means Algorithm
For the above geological disaster monitoring system rainfall data characteristics, the K-means algorithm is very sensitive to the initialization center, and the initial clustering center is very easy to make the clustering result into the local optimum and the influence of the isolated point is large. The algorithm is based on the small cluster with the largest variance and can be divided into two clusters with different variance. The algorithm of initializing center is proposed. In addition, a method of isolating points has been proposed.
The idea of this algorithm is to first find out the two points furthest from the sample point as the initial center point, and then divide the other sample points into the cluster to which the nearest center point belongs, and determine the number of points within the cluster And whether the corresponding initial clustering center is an isolated point, and finally select the next object to be split according to the variance within the cluster and update the initial cluster center according to certain rules. The above steps are repeated until the number of cluster centers is satisfied.
1) Initial clustering center selection algorithm
X={x1,x2,x3…xn}, n is the number of samples. d (xi , xj ) (i, j ∈ {1,2 n}) is the Euclidean distance between the data points xi and xj, ci ( is the clustering center, Q is the data object that will be spited, S is the number of clustering centers.
The initial clustering center selection algorithm is as follows:
Input: data set X, number of clusters k, threshold u 
B. Experimental Results and Analysis
The clustering criterion function of the two algorithms will decrease with the increase of the number of the adjustment of the cluster until the final convergence, and the more compact the two curves, the higher the accuracy of the corresponding clustering results The vice versa. Figure 
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According to the comparison of criterion function change trend graph in the rainfall data set in Figure 2 , the clustering criterion function of the improved algorithm is superior to the clustering criterion function value of the traditional k-means algorithm because the data objects in the optimized cluster are more compact and independent in each iteration process, the criterion function value is significantly lower than the traditional k-means algorithm, which also further validates the superiority of this algorithm; Figure 3 shows that the traditional k-means algorithm is running at the fastest speed, and the speed of this algorithm is slightly lower than that of algorithm [4] . In the future work, it will be further improved, and it will be tried in all respects.
